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QUESTION 1

Which three are the correct definitions of the objects in the Oracle Applications database? (Choose three.) 

A. Hybrid objects contain materialized view objects, and store and process data. 

B. Code objects contain index, PL/SQL package, and Java-stored procedure objects. 

C. Data objects contain table, index, and sequence and index-organized table objects. 

D. Hybrid objects contain PL/SQL package and Java-stored procedure, and process data objects. 

E. Code objects contain trigger, PL/SQL package, Java-stored procedure, synonym, and view objects. 

Correct Answer: ACE 

 

QUESTION 2

Which two statements are true if you choose the "Recreate grants and synonyms for APPS schema" task option from
the adadmin utility? (Choose two.) 

A. This option re-creates grants on some packages from APPS to SYSTEM. 

B. This option re-creates grants and synonyms for the APPLSYSPUB schema. 

C. This option re-creates grants and synonyms for the code objects of the APPS schema to the base product schemas. 

D. This option spawns parallel workers to re-create grants and synonyms linking sequences and tables in the base
product schemas to the APPS schema. 

Correct Answer: BD 

 

QUESTION 3

The worker shows the Running or Restarted status, but the process is not really running. Which are the two corrective
actions that you would perform to restart a worker? (Choose two.) 

A. Tell the worker to quit. 

B. Tell the worker to shut down. 

C. Restart a worker on the current machine. 

D. Tell the manager that a worker has failed in its job. 

E. Tell the manager that a worker acknowledges quit. 

Correct Answer: CD 
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QUESTION 4

Oracle Applications produces temporary PL/SQL output files used in concurrent processing. These files are written to a
location on the database server node specified by the APPLPTMP environment setting. What would be the value of
APPLPTMP in the environment setting? 

A. the temporary directory used by the operating system 

B. the $COMMON_TOP/temp directory where the common files are located 

C. the last value defined for the UTL_FILE_DIR parameter in the init.ora file 

D. the first value defined for the UTL_FILE_DIR parameter in the init.ora file 

E. the $APPLCSF/out directory where the Applications common output files are located 

Correct Answer: D 

 

QUESTION 5

How do you restore an older configuration (a configuration that is older than that immediately prior to the current one) in
the Oracle Applications R12 environment? 

A. Use the restore.sh rollback script and run the AutoConfig script to generate new configuration iles. 

B. Use the Support Cart feature in Oracle Applications Manager (OAM) and run the AutoConfig script to generate new
configuration files. 

C. Use the Context Editor Wizard from the command line and run the AutoConfig utility manually from /bin. 

D. Use OAM AutoConfig to compare and replace individual values in the current configuration with the corresponding
values from the older configuration, and save them. Then run the adautocfg.sh script. 

Correct Answer: D 
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